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To have the power of the Sphinx makes mere men to seem magical as if they controlled the force
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Article Body:
If power begins in controlling something, then are we powerless prior to controlling?

Yes and no.
We have potential, which is a power in itself, but unused and undirected potential is NOTHING.
Are we powerless prior to controlling?

I would say we are not powerless, but ignorant (Which is a version of powerlessness, I guess.)
We don’t know that we have power and don’t know to know to test it.
The end of all powerlessness begins with awareness.

A Samurai Warrior would learn this by practicing a meditation of sitting on the top of a mount
What is power?
What is power like?
How great is power?
Where is power now?

To Know. To Will. To Dare. To Keep Silent.
These were the powers of the Sphinx and they remain dormant in all of us to one degree or anot

You don’t know what you don’t know. Thus you must seek knowledge in whatever realm you wish to
You must Will and Dare to use that knowledge.

To keep silent. This is where power turns to craft. It is the most subtle application of power

A bolder resting precariously on a cliff, a bow string pulled tight, these have a quality of p

The silent art of power and control is to see the potential force in everything and arrange it

The keys to this power are first to know what you want far into the future and to know it in r

You will see the world about and know "This action will lead me to my goal. This action will l

This task that is unnatural for most of us because of our natural tendency to focus on the tho

To do this is the height of Sphinx-like power and makes mere men to seem magical as if they co
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